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ACROSS

1 Hurt wise man in father. (7) 23 Test by eating the pudding? (5)
4 Note written lowest without hesitation. (5) 25 He will dispense with rebel running into fog. 

(7)
7 Many is the company that holds a party. (5) 27 Puts the wind up a hill about age. (7)

10 Tie rags around loose end to make pleasant 
surroundings. (7)

28 Turns car. (5)

13 Jelly is just like the photograph. (5) 29 Sent wild by the French snuggles. (7)
17 Mating aids suffocate aliens that eat 

potassium. (7)
32 Beast's ghastly head discovered in layer. (5)

19 In a foreign article on the birth of computers, 
chap has all the data. (7)

34 Sad return without navy patches. (5)

20 There is gravity in naked prodding. (5) 35 Skeleton of fool found in church with head of 
Isis. (7)

DOWN

1 Swearing I was framed by two notorious heads 
in part of Amsterdam gardens. (7)

22 Genuine attempt to return a cup right under 
the king's nose. (5)

2 Larks talk about me. (5) 23 A kind of soft allure in the body. (7)
3 Being sly, try to corrupt 'U' videos. (7) 24 The best poets were tripping – drugs! (7)
5 Horrible drain at the bottom. (5) 26 You'll never see the light if you only carry this 

for someone! (5)
14 He delivers baby ostrich in the afternoon – an 

extra! (7)
29 Wandering on back, insane 99. (7)

15 'Hundred' listed after 'Hoovered', perhaps. (7) 30 Makes music sitting on stair. (5)
16 Greek letter as it is played. (5) 31 Writers strut in church on board ship. (7)
17 Rages madly, grinding teeth in the car! (5) 33 Fumes sag back around Kent. (5)

THROUGH

1 Gone to pot without showing emotion. (7) 9 Take place of scurvy dog after firm refusal. (5)
2 Electric company has knockout wall-walker. 

(5)
10 Scrag – it churns in the stomach! (7)

3 Wet pauses stop the sound. (7) 11 Learn dissection of kidneys. (5)
4 Wonderful soldier in a raincoat. (5) 12 Let's see the side with boils. (7)
5 Developing North has odd stance. (7) 14 Afterthought about surgery with some ether 

for religious dignitaries. (5)
6 Gathering of hunt with selection of gin in tow. 

(7)
18 Fantastic creature made from trays. (5)

7 More modest drink knocked back in stag 
party. (7)

19 Prize given while in hospital? (5)

8 Councils sent to sea in a storm. (7) 21 Of the French kings found in office. (5)


